
Vulturbike + Lanesplit Wheel
Decal BMW G 310 GS
Each set has 8 decals. 2 decals per side (total of 4
decals for 1 wheel) For the G310 GS Front wheel - 19
inch Rear wheel - 17 inch  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹800.00
Categories: Wheel Rim Decals
Tags: BMW

Product Description

For the first time in India!!! Lanesplit is the official dealer for Vulturbike and had
partnered with the renowned Italian decal company to create decals specially for all India spec
17 inch and 19 inch wheels for BMW, Kawasaki and KTM motorbikes. The decals have been
designed by Vulturbike in partnership with Lanesplit and incorporate the colors of the
respective company, the race checker flag and the Italian tricolore. This unique design has been
created specially by Vulturbike based on the market survey and feedback conducted by
Lanesplit. Each decal is made of high grade Avery Dennison film and the material is the same
used by manufacturers like Ducati, Kawasaki, etc. Each decal is laminated and is designed to
last for ages without peeling off. A full wheel set consists of 8 decals + 2 free stickers of
Lanesplit and Vulturbike
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Vulturbike + Lanesplit Wheel
Decal BMW G 310 R
Each set has 8 decals. 2 decals per side (total of 4
decals for 1 wheel) For the G 310 R Front wheel - 17
inch Rear wheel - 17 inch  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹800.00
Categories: Wheel Rim Decals
Tags: BMW

Product Description

For the first time in India!!! Lanesplit is the official dealer for Vulturbike and had
partnered with the renowned Italian decal company to create decals specially for all India spec
17 inch and 19 inch wheels for BMW, Kawasaki and KTM motorbikes. The decals have been
designed by Vulturbike in partnership with Lanesplit and incorporate the colors of the
respective company, the race checker flag and the Italian tricolore. This unique design has been
created specially by Vulturbike based on the market survey and feedback conducted by
Lanesplit. Each decal is made of high grade Avery Dennison film and the material is the same
used by manufacturers like Ducati, Kawasaki, etc. Each decal is laminated and is designed to
last for ages without peeling off. A full wheel set consists of 8 decals + 2 free stickers of
Lanesplit and Vulturbike
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